
HADRIA’S TECHNICAL GUIDE 

*** 

MAGELLANO’S CIRCUIT 

  



Trieste’s stage 

 

Points Coordinates 

Start 45°39’04’’N - 13°45’44’’E 

B1A 45°39’07’’N - 13°45’37’’E 

B2G 45°39’14’’N - 13°45’31’’E 

B3A 45°39’16’’N - 13°45’37’’E 

B4G 45°39’17’’N - 13°45’42’’E 

B5A 45°39’12’’N - 13°45’48’’E 

B6A 45°39’08’’N - 13°45’53’’E 

B7G 45°39’03’’N - 13°45’59’’E 

B8G 45°39’00’’N - 13°45’54’’E 

Porta G 45°39’06’’N - 13°45’44’’E 

Porta A 45°39’06’’N - 13°45’44’’E 

Finish 45°39’02’’N - 13°45’43’’E 

 

The athletes start the race in waves of 15 seconds from the water on the side of the Molo Bersaglieri’s dock. They 

must keep the buoys on the RIGHT. The race starts toward the B1A, at the B2g buoy it turns right of approximately 

90° toward the breakwater. Passed the B3A buoy the athletes must keep going buoy where they will sharp turn 

right to position themselves toward Piazza Unità. They will swim in this direction passing near the buoys B5A and 

B6A. Once they reach the B7G buoy they will sharp turn right to follow the harbor morphology, they will reach the 

B8G buoy and do the same procedure. They will continue alongside the Molo Bersaglieri but heading to the door. 

The door consists in one yellow and one orange buoy aligned. The yellow one is on the right the orange one on 

the left. Once they have passed through the door the athletes will direct themselves to the finish arch. 

 

Expected start time 19.45 
Accreditation From 14.00 to 18.00 
Shower YES 
Refreshment YES 
Toilets on the finish area YES 
Race bag service PRESENT 
Parking  The only parking possibility is the pay car park on the 

harbour. 
Shuttle bus and meeting point No shuttle bus needed. Meeting point is at the Molo 

Bersaglieri’s dock. 
Confirmation point Molo Bersaglieri’s dock. 



 
Expected time and place of the award ceremony 21.15 on the dedicated conference hall in the Molo 

Bersaglieri’s dock. 



TRIESTE’S STAGE 1,8 Km 

 

 



Duino Aurisina’s stage 

 

Points Coordinates 

Partenza 45°46’08’’N - 13°37’22’’E 

B1G 45°46’07’’N - 13°37’23’’E 

B2G 45°46’06’’N - 13°37’24’’E 

B3A 45°46’10’’N - 13°37’07’’E 

B4A 45°46’14’’N - 13°36’55’’E 

B5G 45°46’17’’N - 13°36’44’’E 

B6G 45°46’17’’N - 13°36’45’’E 

B7A 45°46’14’’N - 13°36’54’’E 

Porta G 45°46’07’’N - 13°37’21’’E 

Porta A 45°46’07’’N - 13°37’22’’E 

Arrivo 45°46’08’’N - 13°37’22’’E 

 

The athletes start together and must always keep the buoys to the RIGHT. The track is a perimeter of a rectangle. 

It begins passing the B1G buoy, that makes us turn on the right toward the B2G that, with another right turn puts 

the athletes parallel to the coast, in the Falesie Natural Pak’s direction. The athletes will proceed being parallel 

passing  by the B3A and B4A buoys until reach the B5G buoy where they will turn right, they will swim toward the 

B6G buoy where, with another 90° angle turn, they will start a parallel swim back. They will pass the buoy B7A 

and after it they will be passing through the door that consists in one yellow and one orange  buoy aligned. The 

yellow one is on the right the orange one on the left. After passing the door they will direct themselves toward the 

arrival arch and finish the race. 

 

Expected start time 09.00 
Accreditation From 7.00 to 09.00 
Shower YES 
Refreshment YES 
Shover on the finish area YES 
Refreshment YES 
Toilets on the finish area NO You may use the facilities of the BARs and 

restaurants around. They are only a couple of minutes 
distance by walking. 

Race bag service PRESENT 
Parks  You can park in the car park nearby the Church of San 

Giovanni in Tuba. If you want to be more autonomous 
you can park inside Portopiccolo pay car park. 



Shuttle bus and meeting point From the car park nearby the Church of San Giovanni in 
Tuba (foc unattended car park). 
WAY TO THE RACE 
Fisrst shuttle 06.50 o’clock 
Last shuttle 08.50 
WAY BACK  
Starting after the end of the award ceremony around  
12.00. Early departure on request subject to staff 
availability. 

Shuttle bus’ GPS point 
SS14, 34019 Duino-Aurisina TS 
380 732 9414 https://g.co/kgs/1yYtWi 

Map and shuttle bus’ pick up point  

 
Confirmation point 
Zoom on the pic to have a better idea of the place 

Entry Parco Caravella (zoom for better view) 

 
Expected time and place of the award ceremony 11.30 at the Caravella Park  

 

 



DUINO AURISINA’S STAGE 1,8 Km 

 

 



Pirano’s stage 

 

Points Coordinates 

Start 45°31’38’N - 13°34’00’’E 

B1G 45°31’34’’N - 13°33’58’’E 

B2A 45°31’41’’N - 13°33’51’’E 

B3A 45°31’46’’N - 13°33’46’’E 

B4G 45°31’48’’N - 13°33’44’’E 

B5G 45°31’48’’N - 13°33’45’’E 

B6A 45°31’46’’N - 13°33’48’’E 

B7A 45°31’44’’N - 13°33’54’’E 

Finish 45°31’41’’N - 13°33’57’’E 

 

The athletes starts from the beach near the Pirano’s harbour and they must keep the buoys on the RIGHT. They 

will reach the first B1G turn around it proceed along the cost but deviating lightly in order to reach and pass the 

B2A and B3A. After those two Buoys they will reach the B4G buoy they will deviate on the right heading to the 

B5G following the Pirano’s tip morphology and reaching the B6A. They will proceed alongside the coast, reach 

the B7A buoy and then go to the finish. to reach the B4G buoy. On that buoy they will turn around a reciprocal 

route again passing on the B3G, B2A and finally the B1G buoy where they will turn around and then go to the 

finish. 

 

Expected start time 12.30 
Accreditation From 9.30 to 11.00 
Shower YES 
Refreshment YES 
Toilets on the finish area NO but the are many reastaurants on the area. 
Race bag service PRESENT 
Parks  You can park  on the different pay park car in the city 

and then walk to the confirmation point. We are 
suggesting to come early to be able to find a parking 
spot on the Arze pay car park situated in front of the 
Pirano’s cemetery. This car park is the cheapest of the 
area. 

Shuttle bus and meeting point Starting point is the Arze pay car park situated in front 
of the Pirano’s cemetery, we will transport the athlets in 
the confirmation area where they can change nex to the 
Parking Fornace. 
WAY TO THE RACE 
First shuttle 9.00 o’clock 



Last shuttle 10.30 
WAY BACK 
Starting after the end of the award ceremony around  
15.00. Early departure on request subject to staff 
availability. 

Shuttle bus’ GPS point 
Garage Arze, Arze 1b, 6330 Piran - Pirano, 
Slovenia 
https://goo.gl/maps/BjyM9pAjDM5TwjPF6 

Map and shuttle bus’ pick up point 

 
Confirmation point Piran’s harbour 

 
Expected time and place of the award ceremony 14.30 o’clock on Pirano’s lighthouse or Tartini’s saloon 

in case of bad weather. 



PIRANO’S STAGE 1,8 Km 

 

 


